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Dormitories Mushroom on Lower Campus Enlarged
In College Housing Expansion Program

Faculties in School of Engineering
Meet Growing Student Demand in Field;
Pre-War Faculty Plans Realized

Government trucks and workers went

to work on SC's lower campus this week.
The installation of housing units for veterans who plan to attend fall quarter
classes completes the effort taken by the

Student Details
Hiker Hunt
(Page 4)

to meet the post-war housing
emergency. Two government units have
been allotted the College for veteran use.
At the close of the emergency the units
will become the property of Seattle College.
College

Pre-Pearl Harbor dreams were fulfilled this week with
the announcement by the Seattle College engineering department of a vast expansion program. Full four-year
courses will be offered in civil, electrical, mechanical,
and chemical engineering, it was disclosed by Father
Edmund B. McNulty, Engineering Department head.
Eight male instructors will constitute the staff of
the McNulty-supervisedydepartment. The induction of this
school into the Seattle College curriculum completes the
requirements to give the College the status of a University.
Four scientific laboratories with the latest equipment
have been designed for the Engineering Hall. Laboratories
will be ready for the fall term opening, reported an
engneering spokesman.. Electrical, communications, and
electronics laboratories are near completion, and an extensive machine shop is well underway. A material testing laboratory is in the plans of the gigantic renovation
process being carried out in
one-story Engineering
Building.

Admittance to the newly-increased engineering department is limited to a scant number of students. The
exact number of the department capacity was not revealed by Father McNulty.
Dreams of a school of the future have been visioned
by the faculty-heads since pre-war days. When the war
disrupted college life, the plan to commence the full
engineering course was pigeon-holed. With the veteran
return, the college has brought out its scheme for the
realization of a full course in the engineering field.
Equipment and plans have materialized within the
scope of a year. Previous plans had involved the enlargement of the School to cover a period of four years., beginning with the freshman needs and proceeding to supply
future needs in a yearly program of expansion. However,
student demand made the rush-project a necessity. Now,
in fall '46, nearly two years ahead of schedule, Seattle
College has beat its own deadline by offering a complete
four-year course in the School of Civil, Electrical, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering.
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Volpe Text Four SC Men Carmody New English Head; Pirate Troupe
Fall Classes
In Economics Accepted by McLane Accepts Notre Dame Schedules
Tally 1000
Alaska Jaunt
St. Louis U Post; Olmer Teaches in
Class Use
Students
The Seattle College Opera
This week's count on the
Department In Fall Quarter Guild will leave inmid- August number
of registrants for
'Seattle College economics stu-

Four Seattle College men have

Its evident all around the cam- dents are supplementing their been accepted at the Saint Louis
for an Alaskan tour of the
pus, from the eagerly studying courses with the recently publish- Medical School this fall, the Scilibrary-dwellers trying to shut out ed volume, "The Fundamentals of
opus, the "Pirates of Penz- fall quarter classes explodes
this
department
ence
revealed
the din of rackety air-hammers, Economics," written by Dr. Paul
ance" if things go according all previous calculations. So
week.
to the intellectually questing
to schedule,it was announced far there are 1,010 full time
A. Volpe, head of the Commerce
bookstore patrons seeking hither/Three of the men, Robert
this ,week by Bill Moeller students signed for the fall
to unfamiliar texts in "Stress An- Department. Dr. Volpe announced Truckey, Otto Vogeler, and James
Guild
term. 850 of this number are
director.
alysis," or "Correction Factors," that a second edition, revised with Cunningham
With fifteen hit-stars ,an elevjire June gjjaduf>tes.
underclassmen.
or "End Point" or "What have the help of student suggestion,
r
en group
Thomas Lyons, who taught acyou." Yes, it's evident all right; will be released next spring.
The lead departments In the
seven
male choral members, the
counting at the college in 1941 is
the college is growing up. Its pupPOP is scheduled to hit three number of enrollees are Business,
book is written in a con- the fourth of
The
the group who will
py-hood days are over, and from
stops: Ocean Falls, Prince Engineering
and Liberal Arts.
form,
based on a non-mate- be present at the opening of the
now on it's going to be nothing cise
Rupert, and Ketchikan. Women <They
respectively:
boast
180, 150,
view,
but a "big dog" with a bark that rialistic point of
and in a classes on September 15.
will be housed in private Alaskan
and
will be heard not only here in the highly advanced style.
180
students.
homes on the stay, and the men
Robert Truckey, of Alaska, was
Northwest but throughout the
will reside at the VSP stations.
Any student who has not yet
Dr. Volpe announced that a
whole country as well.
active in the Lettermen's Club, AlMoeller will return to Seattle registered and who intends to,
second book titled, "International
ia
It's a far cry from the day (and Finance," will also be released pha Sigma Nn, Alpha Epsilon Delfrom Ketchikan this week to com- urged to get his cards In soon.
plete final preparations for the Although all upper
it seems like a mighty long time next spring. This volume dwells ta, and the Mendel Club. He held>
division classtrip. Departure time has been set es are still open,
too) when the whole student body on the various aspects of finance
the limit in lower
the posts of A'SSC treasurer and
for August 26. The entire month- division courses has nearly been
roused itself from the "cracker- in the field of banking.
senior class sergeant-at-arms last
box on the hill" to see Seattle's
tour will end in mid-September. reached. The following is a list of
year.
Bishop turn the first sod in the
Chaperone for the journey will classes that are
still open:
be Mrs. Tierney, mother of the
College's initial step of expansion.
Otto Vogeler, who is completBight o'clock classes still availlead star, Doris Tierney.
Sure, they were all there, the
ing his studies in science this
able:
Economics 2, Engineering
whole student body
out
ironing
>The
of
hinenough to
certain
quarter, was an active member of
Problems
derances
Section A, Composition
will bring the operatic
supply a good background for the
Alpha Epsilon Delta, Alpha Sig2 Sections A and B, Literature
to
newspaper camera and have four
venture
a
certainty,
reported
ma Nu, the Mendel Club, Gamma
guild members. The actuality can 75, History 1, Apologetics, Remen left over for the men's quarSigma Alpha, and worked on the
Paul
fttrLwnn
not
be realized, until a few im- demption, Introductory Sociology,
tet.
Art
Olincr
Spectator and the Aegis in an edportant
details are smoothed ov- Physics 97, Logic Section B, and
Look at us now: new building
capacity.
torial
Dr. Paul E. McLane, head of the English department er; however, cast members are
Algebra Section D. Available
practically, completed, engineering Father F. X. Miller S. J., dean
James Cunningham, of Belling- at Seattle College, has accepted the position of Asaori;t, confident that they will make the nine o'clock classes: Money and
building and equipment augment- of the department of political sciham, served in the United States
Banking, Engineering Problems,
ed almost daily, new dormitory ence at Fordham University, was
Professor of English at Notre Dame He will alfto teach trip.
Army as a captain during the
History 2, History 171, PsycholStar-leads
include:
Gene
Brown.
facilities, a beautiful though not at
Dame,
FaUier
the College this week before war, and since his return to Col- in the Graduate School of English at Notre
ogy 1, Chemistry 2, Physics 97,
(Continued
on page four)
extensive campus, and all this in
J. Carmody, S. J., present instructor in the English
Music 15 and 16, Shorthand 16,
the space of five years! IfSeattle he went to Seattle Prep for his lege has been active in the Men- Robert
del Club, Alpha Sigma Nu, and Department at Seattle College has been appointed«to head
Composition 1, X, Accounting 31,
College's future reads anything annual retreatAlpha Epsilon Delta.
resignation
the
of
Dr.McLane.
Mr.
and Engineering Problems 1 Secby
left
vacant
post
the
past,
like its immediate
the next Father Miller is co-author of
tion C.
few years should see some mighty the text-book "The Church and
Oliver, an English instructor at the University and former
Ten o'clock available classes:
big and mighty important chang- the State." He has just completteacher at the College, has been engaged to teach English
History 2, Moral Guidance, Saces. I think many besides myself ed conducting a course in poat the College this- fall.
raments, Sociology 7, Music 72
are anxious to see the University litical science at Mt. St. MichNotre Dame is the largest Cathand 75, and Literature 65.
of Seattle chartered. Iwonder if ael's in Spokane. Father will reolic School in the country in acam
there's any chance and when?
turn to Fordham this fall to rePlans for binding past issues of Eleven o'clock available class*
Prayer* nntl the sympathy li( demic work as well as in ath* ♥♥
sume his teaching duties.
Spectator were pushed for- es: Economics 1, Engineering
the
of
SePh.
D:'s
rtuiulty
thu
anil »tudc»ntn
letics.
are available in
Growth brings growing pains.
ward this week under the direc- Drawing 1 Section A, Engineerattle CuUeg* »rv rvtfiid'-ii lo nearly every subject. The comTo that rule the College is no extion of Father Arthur Wharton, ing Drawing 2 Section B, Compothi« i,. ."i.i of Km..,.,r Aiulerwvn mencement of fall quarter will
ception, and the arrival of Fall
S. J., librarian. Father Wharton sition 1Section 1, History 1, AlwliiiM' iifatti ooourred rrri-iit- see the Induction of a graduate
Quarter is going to intensify some
Mary McCoy Katona, '41 So- hopes to have all back numbers gebra 7, Music 4 and 10, Social
l>. Klnioor wan vnry ncttvo In school of English which will ofof the pains that have made
College Attain, lln mum prewl- fer courses leading to a doctorate. ciology graduate, was appointed of the Spectator ready for bind- Problems 5, Apologetics and Rethemselves felt so far. Most of the
deilt <*i I>1» frt-sllnifn cla<u>.
(Continued on page four)
Dr. McLane reported that he secretary to Father Edmund Mc- ing by the end of the summer
big pains, classroom space and
president of «i" Huphomorv would "leave Seattle with a great Nulty, head of the Engineering quarter.
equipment, student housing, books
Catherine Gibbons, who is hani-iuir.. |>ref«>ct of Iho Sodalltj'. deal of regret but because of the department this week.
and supplies, are being well docthe project for the Spec, isdling
ul
thr
opportunity
and MeocMUit nt anns
offorded me for ad- Mrs. Katona was the acting
tored by the faculty, but who's
""
sued a call for copies that are
Imml
in brother,
v
i
v.
11
vancement
in
I
my
profession
"tii.l
Father Andre Vachon, S. J.,
registrar during the month of missing. Loyal and
got some liniment for the twinges
interested
<;<-i.r X- AudorMon itt.-mii-.i Ibc cannot afford to refuse." He has
member of the art staff
July while Mrs. Johnson, Regis- alumni could
"*"
of student administrationthat are who is a
save
the
day by
U«t
WIU
jr«»f
(Continued
Colloko
of the 'Jesuit Missions" magazine
on page four)
trar, was on her vacation.
bound to follow a large increase
coming forth with the following
TllllMb,
fall.
Joey
turn
Jo
thr
is
in
New
York
published
in student body membership. It's which
Prior to her marriage in De- missing Spectators:
frovldenue ntiriinjf ntuilent,
City, is visiting in Seattle this
time now to start the long disVolume VIII, 1940-41, No. 1, 3, Anthony Leisk, Navy veteran
cember, Mrs. Katona served as
wuk the (luin'e «■» lit* <I<h?«(M<hl.
week. Father is in the Northwest
7,
tance planning of social and stu8, 10 12, 22, 23.
and freshman 'education major,
Father Gerald Beezer's assistant
on a convalescent leave from New
dent events, so that the most efIX, 1941-42, No. 5, 9, left Seattle College last WednesVolume
College
in
the
Bookstore.
living
York. He is
at Seattle Prep
ficient use of available time may
11, 12, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24, 26. day to enter the Jesuit Novitiate
and was at the College Wednesbe made. Informal dances too are
Volume X, 1942-43, No. 3, 5, 6, at Sheridan, Oregon.
day.
Miss Spencer, assistant libragoing to be a problem, not only
8, 9, 12, 27, 29.
Father Vachon's works appear
He will study at Sheridan for
rain, submitted the following list
from the standpoint of finding a
Volume XI, 1943-44, No. 7, 9,
four years, following which he
of books that have recently been
big enough hall, but of -finding every week on the cover and
11, 14, 24, 26, 28, 31.
through the publication of 'JeAnnouncement of remodeling added to the college library. They
Volume XII, 1944-45, No. 6, 15, will enter the school of philosoany hall at all. The recent occurThe prayers and sympathy of 17,18, 22,
phy at Mount Saint Michaels in
ences of near-vandalism, whether suit Missions'. Father studied art plans for the College Cavern came include: "That Hideous Strength,"
23.
the
of
the
faculty
at
Cornish
School
Fine
and
Sethis
week
from
Father
and
of
students
of
McNulty,
Planet,"
"Out
the Silent
Enough copies for three com- Spokane, where ha will stay for
Intended directly or not, (have givArts in '36-39 while he was teach- head of the Engineering Depart- by C. L. Lewis; "Cortez the Con- attle College, are extended to plete files of
a
savour
is
College
en the
that
the Spectator are three years. Another three years
distinctly not of the best. College ing at Seattle Prep. Former Prep ment. The bohemian-styled "Cave" queror" by E- R. Porter; "Charles the family of Betty Eaton Hil- being sought, one for active Spec, of teaching, under the title of MisFather will be converted Into a modern- Dickens" by D. U. Pop-Hennessy; dreth, supervisor and teacher
students surely do not need any students will remember
office research, one for active li- ter will precede his final four
Vachon
as
the
moderator
of the ized cafeteria. The kitchen will be "The Age of Jackson" by A. M. in the departments of Obste- brary use and one for the regular year course in theology at Alma
one "beefing at 'em" all the time, Prep Bicycle
College, California. At the concluClub which was ac- renovated and enlarged and new Schlessinger; "America's Stake in trics and Pediatrics at Colum- files. The first
but just a little thought on the
volume will ina few years ago. Club mem- tables will be installed to accom- Britton's Future" by G. H. Soule; bus Hospital. Mrs. Hildreth re- clude the
part of every one beforehand will tive
years 1940-45. Requests sion of this thirteen year course
parts of odate more people, and to afford "Pointers on Radio Writing' by ceived her Bachelor of Science
for papers to fill in the files of of studies Tony will be ordained
help more than all the regrets in bers toured the various
the state on bicycle, accompanied speedier service.
in the Jesuit order.
■degree in Nursing at St. Scho- the seven previous years
J.
Niggli;
"Writing
and
-Selling
world
afterward.
of the
the
and chaperoned by their modera- More complete plans will be Special Feature Articles" by H. lastlca, Duluth, Minnesota.
Tony will join two former >SeSpec's existence, will be made in
(Continued on page four)
tor, Father Vachon.
drawn up and released shortly. M. Patterson.
Specttator.
(Continued on Page 4)
future issues of the
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Fr. Miller, S.J.
Of Fordham Visits
SC Till September

Requiescat
In Pace

Secretary Post
In Engineering

Gibbons Seeks
Old Specs
For Library

To Mrs. Katona

Fr. Vachon, S. J.,
Mission Artist,
Visits College

Tony Leisk Leaves
Seattle College
For Sheridan

*""*

Eight .Volumes

Modern Design
Drawn for Cave

Face-Lifting

Are Added to
Library Stacks

Requiescat
in Pace
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Background ...
The world of today's education excludes
the concept of man as an inseperable essence.
No effort is made towards the development
of powers outside the realm of nature, not
only that, but today's educators even fail to
admit that man has powers that depend on
outside help for their operation The ease
and efficiency with which an individual can
render service to the betterment of his community, the material wealth that he can accumulate in his name, and the heritage of
social distinction he can leave his descendants, comprise the scales upon which the
values of contemporary education are balanced and weighed.
The enrichment of individual personal life,
an appreciation of art and culture, and the
development of a well-rounded personality
are goals to be sought in higher learning.
Learning without these aims strengthens the
pt
ties that bind man and matter.jrito the mo
ior
.wivj'ta.
is
affncul^^Sr*g'ri
iflTrTcan. .i
n
the people who have had training in the art
of motivating their desires along the spiritual
plane, it is difficult enough for those who are
aware of the unflagging urge of the will towards the lesser material good, but to submit the faculties of mind and will to an educational process that ignores these aims that
are fundamental and essential to our nature,
would be to violate the very few of reason
itself.
Instead of imparting what has traditionally been known as a well-rounded education,
covering the arts and a few of the sciences,
today's schools seem to concentrate on granting a factual and practical store of information, thereby limiting the student in his intellectual capacity as if he had spent his
time in nothing more than a higher-level vocational school. Student memories are gorged
with names, dates, places, and happenings
that focus the light on actual incidents and
events rather than on the philosophy of what
made these things happen when and as they
did. The termination of this course of studies
leaves the student with a soundly undeveloped sense of judgment in those branches of
knowledge of which he is supposed to be
master. For this reason many men find themselves ill-equipped when they are faced with
the problem of finding the solution to a difficulty that requires the specialized knowledge
that should be theirs.

Sait?
Qui
Where is the SC publicity depart-,
ment? Isn't the run of wins that the
Chieftain team has been chalking up
for the college, scoop enough to rate
a little space on a page of print? Does
a team that has scored all wins and
only one loss in a summer session of
games deserve the reception we'vebeen
giving them? We've got a fiery club
and we've got some stiff competition,
but where's the stuff that boosts a
team's morale? Last week's game had
a rooting section that hit an all-time
high, with a rooting section of four
loyal co-eds. A little publicity might
put the team enough in the limelight
to pull a little appreciation from the
present apparent dim-out in summer
baseball interest.

Rome

. ..

Louis Flyim

Growing Vegetables in the
Pacific Northwest

It is all very well to say,
"When In Rome, do as the Romans do," but in June 1944 that
was not the easiest aphorism to
follow, because it was not immediately clear what it was the
Romans were doing. They had
bid a tearful farewell to the
Germans, who in some borrowed
Isotta-Franchlnls, were speeding on up the Lido to get away
from the warm weather. The

citizens then turned toward the
South, and screamed a mad
welcome to the Americans who
lumberedInto the city on tanks,

on nervous little Jeeps or on
foot. This rapid change in emotion is typical of a people who
probably should visit their psycho-analysist twice a year and
brush their neurosis twice a

day.
As the invaders dashed in and

spread over the city like a
small-pox scare, the Romans
staged a welcome that would
have made Grover Whelan bite
off the end of his Rio-Tan.
They screamed, and sang, and
threw flowers in the streets to
a knee depth. They kissed soldiers in an enchanting uninhibited abandon; they poured so
much, wine for themselves and
their military guests that the
whole scene took on the odor of

■our grapes.
People trudged miles through
the town beside the marching
men, to show their alliance with
the Allies, as well as to collect
as many cigarettes as they
could carry on their person. The
citizens frenziedly climbed on
vehicles, hung from balconies
and lamp posts, and waved and
cheered to show their unqualified welcome. It had also occurred to them, that it would
be easier to pick themselves out
of the crowd when the newsreel was shown.
The soldiers found Rome a
cosmopolitan city, with trolleys, inside viu~^LX> '"ashing
—>-- marquees and open bars.
BU
(The last of which is unknown
even in some sections of the
United States.) Mustolini had
unearthed more old Roman architecture than seemed entirely necessary, but he was so
funny in the movies that nobody had the heart to criticize.
The Coliseum stands moodily
toward the center of the city,
and is beginning to chip off a
bit around the edges- It is impossible to attend a performance there: It seems they had to
give up the theatre long ago,
as it got so there were too many
Christians and not enough lions.
St. Peter looks exactly like
the picture that used to hang in
the third grade room at school.
Scores of soldiers followed a
harried little guide around as
he explained the marvels of the
interior to them. The guides
in St. Peter's speak so low and
with such a thick accent that
it is not easy to follow. But
they know tourists will look impressed and nod comprehendingly at anything the guide
points toward. At the end of
the to«r, the little man puts on
his hat and bounces you out of
the glory that is Rome's with
a surprisingly clear comment,
"At this time, it is customary
for the tourist to give me a donation for this service." The Vatician'a nice, but lacks a woman's touch.
Some soldiers became slightly
confused on viewing- so many
churches, catacombs, and
squares commemorating martyrdom and other religious history. They used to embarass the
guides (and the Chamber of
Commerce) by asking what part

of town the Crucifixion took
place in.

The Italians are very vivacious and there is nothing more
pastoral than to sit and watch
them drinking wine and dancing folk figures. They don't
dance very well; but they drink
brilliantly.

The soldiers were quite a
change from the guests the
city had known of old. Before
the war, excursionists used to
stop the Romans and ask for
explanations of the asterisks' in
their Baedrakers; but the soldiers only asked for the shortest
route to the picturesque old
Black Market.
Seeing this beautiful city in
all its picturesque qualntness,
bears out the theory that if
one wishes to retain his Idea of
misty glamour in the world
abroad, he will do better to
view it in the murals of a cocktoll lounge.

Cues onNews
By J. T.Hughes

Views expressed In this columin do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the Spectator.
>ut of the downtown police staLast week's episode at Ingle- tion were only trying to get a poivood Golf and Country Club was lice-man's night stick for the Sarthe pay-off aa far as the recent
vandalism accompanying S. C
dances is concerned. Grinding
light bulbs into the floor at the
D. A. R. hall, breaking windows
at the K. C, and being around

izin hall scavenger hunt. After a
tour-day search with blood

hounds, aeroplanes, forestry men
and SC students, a party of girl

scouts found Ernie.
"Joke? Son!"
Not that the dog didn't know
what he was looking for, but Jim
Wilson put a penny in his collar
just to make sure he would always have a scent. Phew.
Watch the Birdie
Instead of the customary three
whistles to bring the searching

while cars are parked on the
putting green at Inglewood,
ivlll set the College in an impossible position when it comes to
obtaining halls for next years'
dances.
No publicity at all is much better than bad publicity. Forceful
action must be taken now to pre- party down from the mountain,
vent further destructive acts. A the more effective cry of "The
student court should be set up to photographers are here!' would
Students bring the entire party down in a
prosecute offenders.
themselves could be the judges minute flat.
"Mister Chairman"
and jury. Fines and penalties
Anyone lacking knowledge of
would be imposed if acts were
deliberate. This would not be a parliamentary law had better
kangaroo court but a serious le- drop in on a session once in a
gal court operated by Senior of- while to see what's done. This is
ficers.
not only important in student
From all reports, the married body meetings, but vitally imporlabor, and polistudents appreciated the "In the tant in business,
Roscoe
tics.
Balch welPrexy
much
as
anyone
Red" dance aa
else, and its a good thing because comes new members and visitors.
"
A Promise
they made up the majority of couTTfcd :
commerce major,
Martin,
Joan
but
gives
your
he
garden
grow,
ples.
The other day Ihappened on t
another casualty from the ill-fatto a little volume that, while it i "utabagas a little social life as
There is enough talent in Se- ed Pratt Lake hike, promises that
Is a little early to say, may well \ veil. Two vegetables that get
to
other,
College right now to organ- she will walk back to the point of
i
each
listen
attle
ilong
of
the
with
take its place with some
coming Sunday
better Tolstoy, and have the same t he same radio programs, and ize a solid jazz band. Several hot destination on the
the
loose
hike.
along
are
on
cigarthe
same
brand
of
drummers
monumental results as Uncle t imoke
Extra Curricular ?
Tom's Cabin or The Evolution of < sttes, are bound to grow faster with a host of brass blowers, but
Elaine
(Cluny Brown) Beck, is
forever
dishave
piano
players
are
solid
really
no
Man. This book Is called GROW- 1 Jian two that
getting a side course in plumbing
yet.
Anyone
possess( igreeing with one another.
cut
loose
as
IN
THE
PAING VEGETABLES
conducting, from Father Marshall. Elaine
OIFIC NORTHWEST. The title "Use the hoe frequently and ing any knowledge of
Spectator
the
or this warns all incoming freshmen who
notify
please
<
the
auwill necessarily have to be altered vigorously," commands
will be living away from home
Rallies
Night,
to marquee length if the movies i thor lounging in the hammock. columnist. Music
the fall, that rooms are scarce
need
in
Body
Meetings
and
Student
buy it for Margaret O'Brien.
'There seems to be some erroneband
will
and
so a "must' in equipment is a
gardening Is pepping up, and a jive
It's a natty little yellow bound ous impression
" that
that
have
of rubber gloves and a plumbof
pair
you
cats
Any
treatise that gives minute direc- 1 hard work, the little tome says do it.
recognized. er's snake, that is, if they are
be
talent,
and
step
up
so,
is
not
tions for converting that old rock smirking slyly. "This
drain pluggers as Elaine admits
S* The Truth!
pile in the back yard into a verd- because once your garden is plantshe is.
coming
SC
students
A
of
group
is
necessary
uous public market. "There are ed, the only care
and
hoeing
plant
and
weeding
four places," the essay begins,
.^gj»w». ■■"£M»v.^je.«,kept feeding" By the time you weed
i"«"~~
until used: the garden, the root and hoc liiirt T'r
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mention a fifth, '
the gro- n't seen a movie in months, snarl
It is axiomatic that a womans
at yo-.-ir wife ami can't keep- a In answer to the accusations crowning glory is her hair but
cery store.
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in any against the Lettermen's Club in it is also traditionally observed
"First, one
prepare the thing in your stomach
the last issue of the Spectator,
ground for planting," the book months with "r" In them.
yes, we did make quite a bit of in the Holy Roman Catholic
"Sometimes," the book says
that a woman covers her
continues conversationally, and at
money on the lettermen's dance. Church
first glance this would appear to soberly, "in June or July brown But surely, no one would have head when in a church or a chapel.
At Seattle College, one realizes
be easy. "Begin with a spade and patches will appear on the edges guessed that we would break evturn over all the ground to be of the leaves of your potato en, judging from the forty-some- that with a chapel in the midst
used." During this spading, al- plants. What causes this?" That's odd tickets sold before the dance, of classrooms it is desirable that
though the book doesn't mention a good question and if the book and the need of about 100 sales '■XI students feel free tc visit the
chapel at any time without (for
it, you will encounter a number can't answer it, I don't see how to meet expenses.
students) the formality of
of things that will come as no in the world they can expect anyWe, of the Lettermen's Club, women
little surprise, such as that cro- thing but a vague bleat of ques- assure you that if we had any a head covering.
But how about morning Mass?
quet mallet that disappeared tioning from you. "This is the po- notion of the number of students
from the set in '39, some broken tato blight or possibly the flea who would attend the dance, we One doesn't just "drop in" on
bottles and a number of other beetle, or wire worm, which, if would not have charged such a Mass. You plan on arising a litarticles that you will be hard put not checked in time may wipe high admission price. For the tle earlier in order to arrive at
you
to identify, including something out the entire crop." After im- satisfaction of the doubting ones school by seven-thirty
and
that resembles an old diving hel- parting this bit of hilarity, the who seem to be under the impres- stay for the last prayers
met. You will be tempted to sit book goes on to say that you can sion that our profits exceeded by in between join the other celedown in the shade and try to fig- dust the plants with Botano Dust, far the national debt, we enter brants in offering the holy sacure how all these things happened Napthalene or possibly a strong the following financial report of rifice of the Mass in a suitably
arranged frame of mind.
to be buried here, but no; just solution of Duz. The book throws the dance.
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Dear "One Who's in the Know", so-called threats and denials of
panion is one that grows along
Your letter of last week stim- the right to express his views that
with another crop for at least part
(Continued on page 3 )
the lettermen to find out he had heard. Neither he nor Iwas
ulated
only
helps
of the season." This not
who the so-called 'intimidated able to figure out the statement
member of the Spectator staff, and that if he did, 'he would not be
who the so-called 'powerful fac- admitted to the society this fall.
tion' is. Iasked Mr. Hughes, the (To me the society has always
staff member who so ably writes meant the Jesuits, but Idoubt if
"cues on News" if Icould quote that is the inference). Thus my
stories,
of the Birds and Bees
I've heard
him and received his permission. parting words to "One Who's in
He said that the only person who the Know" lies in the statement
But now I'm a man, and it's troubling me
approached him about his article that before making accusations,
Where do the bees come from?
last week was "yours truly." And get some reliable information. I
with his permission Idivulge the feel certain that Mr. Hughes will
I've asked all my friends and they just gaze
following that took place. He was stand up for me on this point.
As if I
were crazy or dumb,
To the writer of the other arwriting an article for the Spec,
Now, that's
true I'm just in a daze
when Ientered the room. Upon ticle, who said that he did not
Wond'ring where bees come from.
reading over his shoulder, Isaw think it was right to make rea sentence that said it would have freshments free, Ihave but few
But now at last my troubles are through,
taken only 53 tickets for the let- words. I think that the reaction
For I've asked a wise, wise one,
termen to break even on their of the fellows at the dance to the
mixer. According to our previous- announcement that all refreshAnd he told me the story strange but true,
ly calculated figures, it would ments were free will sufficiently
Of the place where bees come from.
take around 100 tickets to break answer him. If not, come around,
even. Ishowed him this fact, and and Iwill be only too happy to
Perhaps this puzzle has been bothering you,
ihe saw his error. He had failed to sell some tooth-picks at a dime
The question's a mighty one,
consider expenses outside the each.
go on and explain my view
Should I
We wish to thank Bill Quinn
rental of the hall, and had, as a
About where bees come from?
result, reached a miscalculation for his 'orchid' in "The Student
of the total expenditures. Itold Observer" last week. Thanks a
Now bees, my dear, are funny things,
him that he should check his lot, Bill.
(My tale is nearly done)
Sincerely your*),
statements before he printed
*
They hatch from eggs and sprout their wings.
them, and if you will notice by his
Vincent A. Pepper
Secretary-Treasurer
column, he did. Mr. Hughes states
Now that's where bees come from.
,
that this was the closest to the
Letterman's Club.
Larry Benedict
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Lines OnFormer Students:

Engineering Student in Belgium;
Engagements, Marriages Told
By Joan O'Neill
The marriage of Phillip Booney,
Commercial Science student, and
Irma Pioveson, graduate of Washington State College, will be an
event of this August.

tech at St. Joseph's hospital In
Tacoma. Don was recently discharged from the army. No wedding date has been set.
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Sunday Outing Scheduled
Hiyus Don
Hobnails for
Pilchuck Trek
The Chieftain fastballers

Chieftains Drop
One to Strong
Teamsters' Club

McWeeney Hit
In Third Stanza
Saves WC Game

Words from Woods
By Don Wood

You can spot a first-divi- The loyal fans who saw the
Teamster-Chieftain clash had a
sion ball club a mile away by glimpse of Stokes, the Teamster
The Chieftian fastballers their desire to win,respect of flash, tearing up the base paths
If the Sunday plans of Hiyu continued to roll along in the the opposition (no matter in fine style. In five trips be hit
go through according to schedule, Metropolitan Playoffs by who they are), and ability safely four times, was safe on an
once, and scored five Teamthe hikers will see the very best
downing White Center in a to lose without an unneces- error
the Northwest has to offer in the
ster runs. With a guy like that on
sary amount of moaning and base you have to hurry, and someline of scenery. The 5,000 foot close contest, 2 to 1.
groaning.
dumb to the lookout of Pllchuck
The Chieftain nine times you hurry just a little too
SC
Charvet,
hurler,
Andre
disentails a five mile hike. Hikers played excellent control and un- is just such an outfit. With much
who plan to make the top are
ability to mix 'em up while the score 16 to 1 against
ATTENTION CHIEFTAIN
urged to bring along some or- canny
Tonite we
limiting the opposition to five them last Monday night, they FASTBALLERS
anges for the water is scarce.
came up in their half of the play the winner of the First Nascattered hits.
For those who do not wish such
last inning determined to tional Bank— BALLARD BOWLgame. In the event that it Is
a long hike, there is a "beautiful Meshy, the first man up for
garner some runs, maybe ERS
necessary to play the Ballardltes
meadow toalf-way up the moun- White Center walked the first of
tainside which makes an ideal two free passes issued by Char- enough to win. If it hadn't Iwould appreciate it very much
spot for lunch. Starting time for vet. Meshro went to second when been for some erratic base if you would bring a fin just In
the hike is 8:30 Sunday morning.
running they might have ac- case the boys want to take u>
Buyers grounded out to the pitchup on our previous offer. How
All who wish to go should regiscomplished that, too.
er, and went to third on a passed

apparently suffered from a
severe case of the big time
jitters last Monday night unNow living in Walla Walla, are der the lights at Broadway
Cay Young, Liberal Arts stu- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Roack, the when they bowed to the
dent at the College last year, Is former Pat Sullivan, a 1945 grad- Teamsters 16 to 1. The
engaged to Tom O'Brien, Commer- uate. They were married June 28
Teamster aggregation had
cial Science student.
at 12:00 noon In St. Patrick's^ been built up quite a bit the
Roseclara Lewis and John Vin- Church in Pasco, Washington.
past week, and it evidently
cent Lange, Jr., will be married
stuhad some effect on the
Goebel,
engineering
Jack
an
at the Sacred Heart Church in
in
In the field, stalwarts
in
is
stationed
Chiefs.
1944-45,
Enumclaw on the tenth of August. dent
Roseclara was a sociology gradu- Belgium in the Army of Occupa- of the SC nine who hadn't
ate of the College this June, and tion.
committed a faux pas during
Mr. Lange is a pre-dental stuset
as the the regular season, seemed
August 10 has been
dent.
wedding day for Lorraine Cobb suddenly to develop "errorter with secretary Virginia Clark
Edward J. Klansiiic, a student and Lt. j. g. Charles Stanley itis." Every miscue cost them before entering the liners. This ball. The next man up hit a long Some of the clubs the ChiefThe
will
take
wedding
Hougham.
at the College in '42 became enruns, some as many as three. will be the last conditioning hike fly to Dutch Goebel In center and tains have tangled with were defplace in the Blessed Sacrament
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about it?

Iwonder if there Is any truth
to
the rumor that Dave Beck's
inite
second
One
team
in
Goldmire.
is
raters.
Everybody
before
Meshro scored after the catch, particular dropped close
In the first inning, Stokes sina
one to boys played all their games at
asked to bring hiking shoes.
just beating the throw. Charvet Fr. Logan's crew. Before the
gled, stole second and third and
Broadway under the lights. One
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Mitchell, the Expected home on leave this
was in trouble but once more dur- game they were talking of fatten- of the playfield's perennial specformer Lillian Perry, are now liv- week is Dave Greer U- S. A. Dave went home on an error. Popich
ing the entire contest. With one ing their averages, I think they tators told me about it. Teh, Teh.
ing in Pittsburg, California. Ted has been playing with an army then walked, went to second on
band.
He
attended
the
in
College
the
is employed as a chemist for
out in the third inning Buyers got four hits and one unearned
an error, and went to third when
Joey Dahlem dropped two flies
But after the game! The
jDow Chemical company. Both are 1944-45.
singled. J- Pompero hit a ground run.
Donald's weak fly was dropped in
'
in
left field that night at Broadfield
was
on
for
play
unfit
to
two
former students.
Frank Martin, a former College the infield. Denney then doubled
ball to the shortstop who started weeks 'cause it took old sol that way, the first time I've seen him
drop anything this year. The
The engagement of Don Antush basketball player is stationed in the runners home, and scored himthe double play, but it didn't ma- long to dry up the tears
lights really bothered the flychasand Cay Merz was announced last Fitzsimmons General Hospital in self when Hawley doubled. In the
terialize due to an error at the
For some reason or other the keystone. The runners went to Little Andy Charvet pitched a ers because it was their first exweek. Cay is interning as a lab. Denver, Colorado.
third frame, Stokes again singled,
near perfect game the other night perience with them this season.
Hiyus turned out in vast numstole second and scored on Don- bers for the July 21st hike into second and third on a passed ball. against the White Center aggre- "I'm not saying that's bad, and
ald's double. In the fifth with one the Cascades. Two well-Jacketed With both runners in scoring posi- gation. Andre had everything that- I'm not saying that's good. Thafs
out Stokes singled and again stole Luxury Liners were required for tion, Gagliado lined out to Goe- night. He mixed up his pitches just the way it is."
very well and his control was alsecond. He was safe at third on the big crowd which assembled bel in center and both runners most
flawless. He looked espeL.
Building
the
A.
at 8:15. broke after the catch. The throw
an attempted theft, when the before
cially good, when with men on
As the hikers paused at North
throw got away from the third Bend for a cup of Java, another from center was perfect and Buy- base, he forced hitters to bloop his
The tremendously long neck of
sacker. Popich singled him home. Bee Hive masterpiece, chauffered ers was nipped at the plate to re- "gopher" ball to an infielder, or
Fr. P. Davlin, S. J.
giraffe actually contains no
a
make
them
roll
that
out,
weakly
by
''ettinger,
Tom
parked at tire the side.
Two errors and two singles netmore
is
to
the
He
wasn't
vertebrae than the neck of a
tryinfield.
"Welcome to the Great North- sion Imet some people who said ted the "Skinners" five more runs Thompson's Beanery with an ascame
in
The bag-pipe
being
The
Chieftains
their
to
blow
them
he
human
up
ing
past
'em,
west." These were the opening they were from Snohomish. "Yes to bring their total to ten. In the sorted variety of Hiyus all of
Greeks "
by
hitters
out
was
introduced
the
get
the
half of the third one run down. just wanted to
ords in one of the letters Ire- of course", I said, '^Shonnmish." sixth, two errors, a walk, and a whom had reported late for the
Juan de Fuca was the Spanish
Charvet grounded out to short of there and he did just that
8:30 departure.
ceived from Seattle College before If they had said Snoqualmie it
name
of a Greek sailor who never
double gave them five more. Their
and Dahlem followed him with a
coming here. Iunderstood they
saw the straits named for him
would have meant the same to me. final run came in their half of the The hike began at Denny Creek, walk. McWeeny, the next man up,
implied a double duty: to teach
50 miles east of Seattle, with the
Because there's no record of
pitches down the
logic and to study geography. But one learns, just as one learns seventh, when Stokes doubled and gently rising trail winding along fouled off two
birth
of the great violin makthe
right
scored on Donald's single.
first base foul line and the
These were the two summer enthymeme. In the Middle West
(oavj aSisd uiojj pamii}uooO
er, Stradivarius, he is always
the mountain-side. After three fielder came in a bit. "Just
courses Isigned for. Logic has its we have the odd names too, but The lone Chieftain talley came miles of hiking the Hiyus had a
Ihave just leafed through this honored on the anniversary of his
enough," said Big Mac, and with
wonders and its mysteries, so has so many of them have been trans- in their half of the second canto. view of Northwest scenery at its
In his lifetime he made
pitch
next
over
parked
the
volume in much the same wayone death
the geography of Washington and lated. Iwonder if in translating Goebel doubled and worked his best as they looked down upon that he
instruments that today have a
head
flychaser's
magazine
the
the
movie
while
White
Center
reads
had
Oregon. The floating bridge, I
A
the sparkling blue waters of iLake for a sensational four-bagger to standing in the drugstore, but Itotal value of $4,000,00,0
them we haven't lessened their way home on infield errors.
read about; the earthquake, Ihad
The Chiefs have yet to lose one Ollalie which set off majestic
frog may be boiled and still live,
for
make
hope
score
Dahlem
ahead
of
him
this
little
resume
will
mystery
consequently
and
their more game before they are ousnot read about. The mountains
temperature of the
Rainier in the background.
you want to own a copy for your provided the
the only Chieftain runs.
t
mirrored in Crescent Lake, the charm.
ted from the playoffs, and standby slight dewater
is
increased
book
as
own.
It's
a
that
is
very
eternal loneliness of Mt. Rainier,
The long descent to Pratt Lake
to
the
boiling
point.
When Iget back to the middle- ings indicate that they will be
We just
grees
Clueftlans
necessary to each individual as
was followed by a delightful dip,
the indecision of Hood Canal. By
to know
like
thought
you'd
Iwill meet many people who playing teams they have already
west
it
Buy
new
Post-War
Arrid.
lunch and a well-earned rest. The
car and train, by boat and plane
ABRH the
been here, especially ex- beaten in league play.
The head horse wrangler on a
combination of a rather lengthy tehlem, If
and book, Ihave tried to make have
2 1 0 now! Here, take my copy. Iwon't
men.
I
will
have
to
lot that specializes in
pass
Hollywood
service
time
read
it
any
more
to
hike and a hot day brought many McWeeny, ss
the most of an opportunity that
3 1 1 have
examination in my geography
used to be called
pictures
an
chinch
has
bug
R
H
as
the
Western
anyhow,
AB
for
comes once in a lifetime.
calls on the first-aid crew
HcHugh, 2b
3 0 0
as the students do in Logic: "Did DaMom, If
eating my just that the head horse wrangarrived
and
is
just
2 ,0 0 numerous blisters. All things con- 3easley, lb
3 0 1
One lesson Ihave learned here, you see the Olympic Peninsula, McHugih, 2b
corn, (planted in hills some ler. But since the studio's making
3 0 1 sidered, the 12 mile hike was an 3urke, rf
3 0 1 sweet
Yards?
Were
patient
Navy
that is to be very
with the Bremerton
apart in rich loam a higher grade of picture, he's ac4 0 2 ideal conditioner for the summer 3rown,
McWeeny, ss
3 0 1 sixteen Inches
3b
pupils who try to master the you at Mt. Rainier?" In many Beasley, lb-p
2 0 0 climb to Goldmire.
must
be
hoed daily so as to quired the flossy title of "direc3 0 0 that
3oebel, cf
strange names in Logic, such as cases Ican answer 'yes', but to Burke, rf
maximum
yield from this tor of equitation." (But he's still
2 0 0
the
get
3 0 0
<lava, c
syllogism and enthymeme, and others I will call on Logic and Brown, 3b
the head horse wrangler.)
crop.)
3 0 0 OVERHEARD ALONG THE
1 0 0 difficult
3harvet, p
the like.Some of the names in my evade the question. Many times Goebel, cf
3 1 1 TRAIL:
WHITE CENTER
geography lesson were just as people say to me 'you must go Nava, c
3 0 0
one
J.Martin
Think
I'll
sit
this
AB R H
Catholic Gift
strange to me as the Logic terms here, you must go there,' but more Charvet, p
0 .0 0 one out.
<
3 1 1
ileshro, If
were to them, the names like Lil- often they say 'we will take you Wood, rf
1 0 0
from
F. Krezlak (guest hiker
2 0 1
Buyers, cf
lawaup, Siammamish, Duckaback, here, we will take you there.' Yes, Fenton, lb
1 0 1 Montana) Ifeel fine except for
3 0 0
r. Pompero, 3b
Issaquah, Suquamish and Dosc- there .is .real .grandeur in the
Seattle, Washington
1904 4th Aye.
my blistered heels and complete Jagliado, 2b
3 0 0
wallip. On my first Sunday mis- "Great Northwest"
24 1 4 exhaustion.
1
3 0
Jarente, ss
J. Denning If that isn'tdrink- Salkend, lb
3 0 1
Teamsters
I'm gonna be awful sick. L Pompero, rf
water
0 1
ing
3
R
H
AS
J. Schneider
Now to finish reeney, c
2 0 0
Hope, 3b
5 0 1
1810 E. Madison
.,
3 0 0
Penso, 2b
5 0 0 that math before we hit the trail Jurrell, p
Answer
to Your Floral Needs
The
1 0 0
5 S 4 for home!
Gavins
Stokes, cf
CORSAGES
My name is Ed
OApltolTim
4 3 1 J. Marilley
♥Battedfor Feeney in ninth.
Popich, c
WE DELIVER
By Ed Beasley
prefer
though
but
I
Jack
some
RHE
5 2 2
Donald, p
There is more to managing a ball club than meets the eye. Denney, If
3 3 1 people call me Steve.
Vhite Center 100 000 0 15 4
The turn we're Jhieftians
(L. Carria
4 2 3
002 000 x 2 5 3
Frankie Hayes took off his Cleveland uniform, when he became Hawley, ss
coming to was North Bend.Here's
griped at the action of Manager Boudreau. It wasn't being benched Voelker, lb
4 1 1
3 0 0 $1.50 for the toll on your side.
that griped him so much. It was the fact that the first notifica- Keders, rf
Beasley Who was it said that
tion he had of this, was when the man who was to replace him Warren, rf
1 0 1
The Friendly Store
ever Happens on hikes?
nothing
A
silence
dereplacement.
that day, informed him of the
strained
Pettlnger Used to hike for
39 16 14 T.
veloped between player and manager, with the result that Hayes
but now it's business.
pleasure
was sold to the White Sox. It's a fine point In human relations.
R H E O. MoHugh
Even a babe in
word
5959 Airport Way
have
had
a
long
enough
to
Hayes claims he has been around
,055 1 16 14 1 arms gets heavy after a while
tTeaniaters
.401
of explanation from the boss, while Boudreau didn't see any reaChieftains ...010 000 0 1 4 9 I'm told.
son for doing more than amending the lineup. In thia regard the
attitude of Joe Cronin is interesting. Seems that early in his baseball career he received a release slip from the Pirates with no
word of explanation. It is now Joe's policy to have a conference
with the player who is dropped from the Red Sox, telling him exactly why the club is releasing him. It is not only the decent thing
to do, but it's also good protection for "Joe. Ballplayers who figure
they have had a bad deal from a club, usually play their best ball
against their former teammates. It was Ken Raffenberger, Ibelieve, who was given a rather shabby deal by Brooklyn, and so
pitched some superlative ball against his old club in a Pirate uniform. Dick Barrett didn't win too many games with the Phils, but
he did strut his stuff when chucking against the Cuba. He had
pitched fine ball for Chicago but couldn't break into the win column. It's Just human nature to do one's best under such conditions.
Cronin is a good psychologist and a good sport in putting forth
an effort to make a player's release as painless as possible.

gaged to Tillie Logan, a '45 LibChurch at 10:00 a. m.
eral Arts major.
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WANTED:

APARTMENT FOR TWO
by

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Johnson
(Ruth Brand)
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FIFTY '46 AEGIS
STILL
AVAILABLE

Mr.M. O'Connell is flatterHitting the High Flies
ing enough to wish an announcement to be made in this
Vets! Read the Bulletin Board!
Vince
column
Pepper should gripe about being "tighten up the defense"!
Happened just the other day to another feared slugger,
Lou Novikoff
Quotes on the recent long hike: "I have
bite
on
mosquito
a
a mosquito bite," said Johnny Den"Pabst! Olympia!
Rainier!" muttered Leon
ning
Dutch
along
the dusty trail
Carria as he spit cotton
incorporated
into Scout Troop
Goebel has been practically
No. 44 B Bryn Mawr as Assistant Scout Mistress
Father Carmody Is thinking seriously of resigning from
Hiyu Codec. He likes the hiking as well as the next but
there Is a limit to everything-— and the sky would seem
to be it in his case.
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$4.00

TONIGHT!!
CHIEFTAINS
VS.

BALLARD BOWLERS

Seattle College Bookstore

See ihe L. A. Bulletin for details
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O'Neill Post
Plans CWV
Mixer Aug. 2

Searchers Tell of Rugged 3-Day
Hunt for Missing Hastreiter

TheStudents Speak

Sarazin

By Fred Holt

A scavenger hunt climaxed the
Once more Ibestir myself from adults in an educated world.
fireside and buffet supper Sunday
the
musty pages of the latest
George Lombard! Soph. Well,
Seattle College students are inevening at Sarazin. A tour of the
comic
book and circulate among I'll tell you, the first thing Ilook
sponsored
vited to attend a dance
city produced such items as a
1944 license, S. P. club, and fire- the 'common men' to garner what- for is an active athletic program
by the Father O'Neill Post of the
Catholic War veterans tonight in
man's hat. Discrepancy as to the1 ever gems of oratorical wisdom
combined with a spirited student
the hall of St. James Cathedral at
dinning "scavengers" led to a
may chance to fall from his ea- body. I've been to a few schools
Terry avenue and Columbia St.
mock trial "judged" by Fred
lips. Question of the week: where the student body is so acThe dance will be a mixer and
Holt. An agreement was reached ger
What do you look for in an up tive that any activity, athletic or
will last from 8:30 untii 11:30.
after a "heated" argument.
After soliciting at the collegei and coining College?
otherwise, is put on eagerly and
for over a week, the Hall's raffle
Tom Dyer— <S©ph. I'd look for successfully because of the interclosed with Gene Brown copping
the five-dollar prize. Funds earnedi traditions. For college ideals and est shown in affairs concerning
will help to purchase a combina- college spirit are expressed and their school and functions. Ipretion radio-phonograph for Sara- have their foundation in tradi- fer a small college so a fellow can
tions. Traditions that may apzin.
know everybody. Ilike intramuWeek-end vi sl lor 8 includedI pear foolish and irrevelent to inral sports. Its the collection of a
students,
a
new
acquire
Joan Lindner, Martha Alger, and coming
lot of little things that go to make
the
years
and
as
deeper
meaning
Father J. Herron S. J., proPat Wall, former Sarazlnites. Thei
girls were enroute to the wedding■ pass They evidence all the feel- up a good school.
fessor in the department of English at Gonzaga High School, was
of Jeanne Veilleaux, also formerly ing and pride held for a college;
Bill Quinn Junior. Let's phrase
a visitor at the college this week.
of Sarazin, and Philip Bjorn, they make it distinctive; they
it
rather, What I'd like to see at
in
Seattle
make
our
Father Herron stopped
it
school.
which took place Friday evening
on his way to Marylhurst where
College. The greatest need
at the Catholic rectory in ArlingSeattle
Joe Schneider Junior. First
ton, Washington- Also at the colhe will give a retreat. Father was
at this time is the necessity of
a one-time faculty member at Selege recently were Jane Hogan, thing I'd look for in any school permanent ly establishing its
would be a high scholastic standattle Prep.
and Clare and Marge Eberle.
SCHOLASTIC reputation. After
Clare is a girl scout counselor ati ard. Along with it, the proper faSt. Alban's camp near Tacoma cilities as to Labs, libraries, etc. all, that is the only way we can
this summer.
hope to satisfy the demands of
I'm not being dogmatic about the
our enrollment for a sound educasubject, but after all the primary
tion. In addition, it is well to repurpose of my going to school is
member that Pre-Medical, Pre(Continued from page one)
to study and get a good education.
Dental, and Pre-Legal students
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The Times camera man caught this to right) Charles Quirk, Leon Carria, ''heefu", I'v. «I.i .wn . I',vi\ry tlmit
David Hyde Frosh. I like a are solely dependant upon the
group of Hiyus as they paused in their Chuck McHugh, John Denning, Tom Tang- Igo post liie main ontroncn of Urn small college. A place where the
that they acquire here
lUV W J. t'r.llti. S. J. illrfCthree-day search in the Cascades for Ernie ney, Dick Boyce, Dick Jasper, and Dutch new tiuiiiiing jirH'-'tiuully stumble school is the whole life of both foundation
tx>r of Heooniiary studies In Uw
for their successful
College
at
the
the students and the faculty. I
Hastreiter last week-end. They are (left Goebels.
nvi-v -i lorliii-it- In ij-i».d cIKUvi !ti'.v
Oregon Province, ia visiting at
specialized
finishing
"
rest of us were searching the top Siince it's pret.ty much out of the think the education received in entrance into
Wcirttle Colkgo. while studying for
The public is already well Field wheeling about the mounI
secure
name
good
say,
such
be
a
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institution
would
of
schools.
hw Joctorato in education at the acquainted with the details tain in its vain attempt to spot of the mountain a rather hope- quosllon Id mi port "liuauooup
College in the scholbe
betfor
Seattle
greater
value,
much
would
sad-eyed
Soon
the
less
for
Hastreiter
enterprise
'jr
the wanderer.
"Multo Eye-tioa" to
Frogit"
UnivorBlty of Washington. Father
of the search for Ernest Has- and long-eared iTimberline arrived might have been hidden by any sfcttveiigv tills urxfi, I w'nndur Id ter absorbed and longer lasting astic world, and thereby attract
Codd is a graduate and a former
than if it was received in a less students here. Then the expanded
fiifiilly aiember of Goueagn- HiB treiter. This SC hiker wan- with his master, Fred Waggoner of innumerable granite rocks. Just ono Of UlO Colletfo«' sen'lur nrf;iniorganization. Such an athletic and dramatic programs
Hi.-iln, K'jseriiarj' Codd. is a stu- dered from his companions of Issaquah, and Ray Vaughn, a that morning the Camp Joy out- Izatlone coulfl not rontr/tct som? compact
I
education,
believe will make us flourish automatically.
The nine Hi- fit had discovered his sport coat «orl of recepia<-ii. buitably caraondent at the colleg«.
on Sunday, July 21, and was friend of the latter.
MiiiniiiaiiiiMiiiiiiMiniiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiTiiiiiir.
yus and the dog detail then be- just a few feet from the trail. As nougc-d by an Acantjliu plant or
found on the following Wed- gan the long trek to the summit. the Hiyus took a breather Ibe- "Blflcl<
'
1
a
an«i While labrl t.i cimnesday, to the inexpressible Here Timberline showed great ac- gan to wonder how long they vcy tllPMf delelt'rlous nicoUvn.:
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h.\BARBER AND
relief of students in general tivity, but the snow fields about could stand the pace. A good in- pMdUetM to their propn- raatl^ft
beauty
shop
dication
their
of
fatigue came ■plao' ttoc city dump, and not
and searchers in particular. the summit frustrated even his
educated snozzle. On a hunch, from husky Dutch Goebel who no SC'a front ponohl
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The following is a more inti- five of the party started down a sooner stretched out in the sun
One Day Cleaning
mate account from one of the snow-field on the western slope. for a rest than he fell asleep. The
MLL
searching party, giving a few Six hours later they showed up impression was quite general that
Father Leo Gaffney, S. J., who
rough
Hastreiter,
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not
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Service
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feet,
camp,
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in
bare
could
is visiting at Seattle College until ihighlights of the three days in the country through which they be far from the vast stone slide
Distinctive Gifts
Ed Dick.John Floyd, Bill Kirby,
mountains.
he makes his eight day retreat in
Greeting Cards
fought their way. Tangney, Mc- partly covered with snow, below Lewis Duvoll, Doris Tierney, MarInfant's Shop
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Spokane, has taken over a class
We arrived at Denny Creek, Hugh, Boyce, Carria and Denning the lookout. Some of the Hiyus garet Acheson, Claire Moshofsky,
TERRY AVENUE
j
1008
in trigonometry for the summer
Hashad plenty of trouble in this area Rita Horan, and Don Wood.
Monday passed along the same route
quarter. The class, formerly center of operations, on
treiter had taken 24 hours earlier. even when equipped with boots.
Women's chorus group holds:
Father
Car"Taught by Father Carney, was too at 11 a. m., Just as
They were convinced that, for Buck Vera hap groped his way Madelaine Baldwin, Evelyn Ernsand
was
'"Buck"
Vera Hastreiter in his bare feet, this to the lookout at midnight, and dorff, Norene Welch, Pauline
large for one instructor
mody, Ed Byrne and
Dortherefore split into two divisions, emerged from the Granite Mt way out was impossible.
then in full daylight, had lost his gan, Sarah Roberts, Pat Foley,
Father Gaffney assuming half "Trail. This trio was the first to
footing and found himself at the Elaine Beck, Maxine Gill, Keek
On the following day our crew, foot
and Father Carney the other half. go in search of Ernie. They startBROADWAY
MADISON
of the snow-slide. Gene Voi- Oonroy, Rosemary Barrett, Pat
Father Gaffney will return to ed climbing to the lookout about augmented by more collegians, land likewise took an unexpected Collins.
the permanent College teaching 6 o'clock Sunday as soon as the covered the other side of the slide through the snow, to have
Male chorus has: Frank Dorsey,
staff next summer. At present, he bad news reached our party. At mountain. The new searchers in- his momentum checked by a very Torn Tangney, ' Joe Schneider, '■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
is studying for his masters de- nine p. m. they had reached the
cluded Jim Wilson, Gene Voiland, substantial granite rock. Dan Steve Nava, Mike Griffin, Hal
gree in civil engineering at Stan- snow banks about 300 yards beLonergon, Riley took a tumble in the rocks. Wales, and Jim Hughes.
ford University in California.
low the lookout. The trail was lost Dan Riley, Chuck
It was suggested therefore, that
in the darkness and it was at 1 Hank Cary, Jim Hughes, Otto we comb this areamore thorougha. m., that they finally reached Vogeler, Paul Williams, Clem Fel- ly, to which Don Goebel replied,
their objective. /Their search lat- zer and Father Leo Gaffney S. J. "It could be done in about ten
(Continued from page one)
(continued from page one)
er in the day was fruitless. A fire Nineteen Hiyus, ten rangers, two years."
demption.
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the
been a member of the Seattle Col- suppression group which hit
Then there came the muffled
generous members of the Ski Club
Afternoon classes still open intook
the
a.m.,
trail
at
4
over
lege teaching staff for 15 years
report of three shots and shouts clude
Music 31, Engineering
party returned and Dr. Trott and his companion
and head of his department for 14. search when our
from above. He's found! Thank Drawing 1 Section C, Engineering
and
to
Creek
at
11
a.
m.
Here
very
bottom
Denny
began from the
Dr. McLane is Grand Duke of the
God! Up the hill sprinted a Ili.vu. Drawing 1 Section D, .Surveying,
Knights of Columbus, a position they met the SC searching party completed their morning's work It could be only Dutch. But why Composition 1 Section J, and
YOUR FRIENDS at
Goebel,
which he will relinquish when he which consisted of Don
only when they had reached the the rush? The poor fellow is dead. Voice.
Tom
Quirk,
Tangney,
Chuck
Dick
leaves Seattle. A new Duke will
four A fellow,liiker suggested skipping
Jasper, Dick Boyce, Chuck Mc- trail at the summit some
be elected this fall.
lunch. The prospect of carrying
Hugh, Leon Carria, Ed Beasley, hours later.
a corpse five miles rather dulls
and John Denning. Jim Reilly, who Tuesday afternoon we were the appetite. Then another mes- It
(Formerly Barney O'Connor's)
was no walkaway for George
had acted as chauffeur for this treated to some delicious soup, sage, relayed down the mountain Washington to
obtain the Presibeans, delicious hot-dogs and from the lookout, reached our
Where YouBuy Your
gang, drove Fr. Carmody and his hot
dency of the U. Si. The first time
all the Java we wished. Thereafter ears. He had walked out!
two companions back to Seattle.
there were eleven other candidates
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Dick Jasper very efficiently and
The ending of the incident was running against him, and for his
Our request for a bloodhound generously added to his hours in
as fantastic as the beginning. The second term he was opposed by
(Across the Street from the Cathedral)
from Monroe Reformatory was the mountains the duty of cook. whole thing was absolutely Infour hopefuls
unanswered, but at Denny Creek
On Wednesday morning, forti- credible. Men experienced in
we received word that one was fied by breakfast, we hit the trail mountain lore had given him up
enroute from the sheriff's office. at 7 a. m. Three hours later Gene for dead. Only the many prayers
said by SC students had brought
As we waited for the pooch, we Voiland, Jim Hughes and Dan Ri- the wanderer
out alive. But when
watched a plane from McChord ley were visiting the lookout. .The we considered the odd fact that,
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